FbF® Live Scan
High-performance tenprint (flats and rolls) Live Scan System

Are you tired of paying exorbitant fees for proprietary solutions that lock you in to a specific vendor? Is your vendor holding your data hostage? Do you even know?

We developed the FbF Live Scan system to give you a refreshingly new option to consider when selecting your next Live Scan system.

FbF Live Scan is designed for collection and submission of fingerprint images used for both Civil and Criminal purposes and may be used with the FBI IAFIS as well as the Department of Defense SWFT program. It is designed to meet a wide variety of use cases, while providing the highest value for your budgetary dollars. This solution is ideally suited for:

• Civil ID
• Criminal ID
• Voter Registration & Identification
• Applicant Background Checks
• Embassies, Consulates & Palaces
• Border Control

Expandability means you can grow your system as your budget allows over time. FbF Live Scan can be configured to support a variety of biometric modalities for local, state and nation scale implementations. By combining FbF Live Scan with additional FbF products such as our scalable multi-biometric server system (FbF bioServer) FbF Live Scan becomes an integral part of a more comprehensive AFIS/ABIS system.

“There is no project too small or too large—Fulcrum Biometrics understands your identity needs and is equipped to meet them.”
FbF® Live Scan
High-performance tenprint (flats and rolls) Live Scan System

Software Specifications
- Supports MS Windows® XP or Higher
- Microsoft .NET 4.0 or higher
- MS SQL database

Hardware Specifications
- Choice of FBI Certified Live Scan Hardware:
  - Futronic FS60 EBTS/F Live Scanner
  - Dermalog LF10 Tenprint Live Scan
  - Suprema RealScan-G10 Live Scan

Optional System Components
- FbF bioServer (multi-biometric matching engine)
- Face Recognition Camera
- Eye/Iris Recognition Camera
- USB Single/Dual Fingerprint Scanner
- FbF mobileOne fingerprint accessory for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad devices

Choice of FBI Certified Live Scan Hardware

Founded in 2002, Fulcrum Biometrics is a leading provider, distributor and integrator of biometric identification technologies and devices for commercial, civil and military customers in more than 88 countries worldwide. Fulcrum’s offerings include industry-leading biometric software development tools, fingerprint scanners and other biometric sensors as well as custom software development for multiple platforms, custom integration and implementation of identity management applications and access control systems. Fulcrum is the developer of the Fulcrum Biometric Framework (FbF®), a rapid biometric application deployment suite which includes the FbF bioServer, FbF Silverlight Library, FbF Listener, FbF mobileOne and the FbF mobileOne iOS Library.